
Taking the Mystery Out of Moisture Analysis 

1) What industries typically are concerned with measuring the moisture content of 
their products? 

Virtually all industries measure the moisture or solids content of their products for various 
reasons. For instance the Plastics industry must maintain very tight moisture specifications for 
their plastic resins to insure their molded parts do not have splay marks or are not too brittle. 
The Paint and Coatings industry grade their paints based on solids content which is just the 
flip side of moisture. High solids content paints sell at a premium price. The Wastewater 
industry also measures the solids of their effluent to determine when the sludge is ready to 
move from one staging tank to the next.  Pharma companies monitor moisture to improve the 
quality and consistency of their products. Take for example a simple aspirin tablet. If the 
tablet is bottled with too much moisture the tablets can stick together in the bottle or even 
mold. If too little moisture you might open the bottle and it would be all powder.  Cereal 
companies extrude cheerios and fruit loops on the production line. The dough has a very tight 
moisture specification as it goes through the extruder. Too little moisture and the cheerio will 
break apart. Too much moisture and the dough will clog the extruder. I could go on and on 
with examples of why companies test for moisture. I have not even mentioned the long list of 
government regulations that require industries to provide moisture compliant data.  

2) What is the biggest misconception about the use of a “loss on drying” moisture 
analyzer? 

Many people believe that a loss on drying moisture analyzer actually measures the 
moisture content of the sample. They think you put a sample in the analyzer for a 
certain period of time, at a selected temperature and the final test result will be 
indicative of the actual moisture content of the sample. Depending on the sample you 
are testing and the test parameters you are using, the result may or may not be an 
accurate indication of the moisture content of that sample. A loss on drying moisture 
analyzer measures weight change not moisture. If you raise or lower temperature, 
change sample size, or change the end point setting which determines when the test 
will terminate, you can get a wide variety of moisture results on the same sample. The 
analyzer cannot distinguish between weight loss from moisture being driven out of the 
sample from weight loss from such things as other volatiles being driven off or even 
weight loss from sample degradation. It always amazes me when I talk to someone 
who has invested  money in a loss on drying moisture analyzer and they have set it up 
to run at an arbitrary temperature for a fixed amount of time and then think the 
moisture result is accurate. To me that would be like a person who knows nothing 
about cooking purchasing a kitchen oven. They then decide they want to cook a turkey 
so they put the bird in the oven and randomly select a cooking temperature and then 
pick a time when they want the bird to be done. At the pre-selected time they pull the 
turkey out and declare it done. I would not want to take part in that meal. 



3) How can you insure your loss on drying moisture analyzer is giving you an accurate 
moisture specific result? 

Every industry has certain standard reference methods they use to establish the base 
moisture of their products. In North America it is typically an AOAC or ASTM oven reference 
method or in some cases Karl Fisher titration. While these methods are good for establishing 
the actual moisture content, they have their disadvantages. Oven reference tests typically 
take many hours to run. Often by the time you get the results it is too late to make 
meaningful changes to your production process. Karl Fisher Titration involves the use of toxic 
chemicals and the test itself is not very user friendly. It is typically performed in a quality lab 
by a trained Chemist. The technology does not lend itself to being used in a production 
environment. So there is a real need for a Loss on drying moisture analyzer that gives a 
rapid, accurate moisture result tracking   a company’s standard reference method in minutes 
not hours and is user friendly. Loss on drying moisture analyzers can fill this need provided 
that they are programmed properly. Programming the moisture analyzer correctly can initially 
be rather time consuming and can require a certain level of expertise. You initially run a 
reference test on your product to establish base target moisture. Then you run the same 
product on the moisture analyzer adjusting temperature, sample size and the end point 
settings features until you obtain results on your moisture analyzer that tracks the reference 
number. Once that has been done you then can have confidence that your moisture analyzer 
is giving an accurate moisture specific result. 

4) What are the benefits of obtaining  a rapid ,accurate, moisture result? 

The benefits of accurately monitoring moisture content vary by industry. The plastics industry 
for example very tightly monitors the moisture content of their plastic resin before molding. 
Too much moisture in the resin  and the molded part may come out with cosmetic 
imperfections such as bubbles or splay marks . If the resin is to dry the part may come 
out brittle. The Food and Pharma  industry closely monitor moisture for a number of reasons. 
Water is often both the cheapest and the heaviest ingredient in their products. Incoming raw 
materials to a production facility are often purchased by weight. Companies want to purchase 
raw materials with as low a moisture content as possible. They don’t want to purchase a lot 
of water weight. On the outgoing  end of the production process  because water is such a 
cheap ingredient  and products are often packaged by weight, they want to put as much 
water into their finished products as possible to maximize profits. However government 
regulation may determine just what percentage of water is permitted in  finished products. 
Accurately  monitoring the moisture content of finished goods allows a company to put the 
maximum amount of water into a product while still complying with government regulations. 
While there may be specific reasons for  a particular industry to want to accurately monitor 
the moisture content of their products, there are a couple of reasons that pretty much hold 
true for almost all industries. Companies across the board have found that accurately 
controlling the moisture content of their products improves quality, consistency and shelf life 
of their finished goods while at the same time provide a substantial cost savings... 

There are two things you should always do to make sure your moisture analyzer continues to 
provide accurate results over time. First you need to establish a sample preparation routine. 
 On many products it is important that the sample be prepped and put into the moisture 
analyzer the same way each time or results can vary. Make sure everyone who is using the 
analyzer preps the sample the same way. Second, the moisture analyzer has to be calibrated 
on a regular basis to insure it remains in spec. How often you calibrate depends on a number 
of variables. How often you are testing, the types of products you are testing and the 
environment the analyzer will be exposed to. If you keep your moisture analyzer in spec, the 
answers you get should continue to be accurate and repeatable. What’s more, if you have 
multiple moisture analyzers and they are all kept calibrated, you should not have unit to unit 
correlation issues. 


